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THE MASTER CHIEF, JOHN-117 (HALO: COMBAT

EVOLVED, v1.3)

[John just calmly tosses up a grenade, catching it again when

it drops]

Cortana: [â€¦yeah] "Okay, I'm coming with you."

-John and Cortana, preparing to destroy the Pillar of Autumn.

Master Chief Petty Officer John-117, more commonly known

as Master Chief, is a SPARTAN-II commando of the UNSC

Naval Special Warfare Command. He is the protagonist and

main character in both the Halo trilogy and Reclaimer Saga.

With over thirty years of active duty service, he has become

one of the most decorated war veterans in the United Nations

Space Command, earning every known UNSC medal except

the Prisoner of War Medallion.

Type: Power Armored Supersoldier

Gender/Species: Male/Human (Spartan-II)

Age: 41 years old

Height:

-In Armor:2.18m (7ft 2in)

-Without Armor: 2.083m (6ft 10in)

Weight:

-In Armor: 451.3kg (995lbs)

-Without Armor: 130kg (290lbs)

Physical Description: Mostly Unknown, almost never takes off armor.

Attribute Dice: 18D (+1D per Attribute)

Skill Dice: 50D (+ bonuses from armor and Cortana)

DEXTERITY 4D+2 (6D+2*)



Artillery 5D (7D)

Blasters 6D (8D)

Blaster Artillery 5D (7D)

Brawling Parry 6D (8D)

Dodge 7D (9)

Firearms 7D+1 (9D+1)

Flamethrower 5D (7D)

Grenade 6D (8D)

Melee Combat 6D+1 (8D+1)

Melee Parry 6D (8D)

Missile Weapons 6D (8D)

Thrown Weapons 6D+1 (8D+1)

Vehicle Blasters 5D (7D)

Vehicle Firearms 5D+1 (7D+1)

KNOWLEDGE 3D+1 (4D+2)

(S)Law Enforcement (UNSC) 4D+1 (5D+2)

Survival 4D (5D+1)

Tactics 6D+2 (8D+1)

Willpower 6D+1 (8D+2)

MECHANICAL 4D (5D)

Aircraft Piloting 5D (6D)

Ground Vehicle Operation 6D+1 (7D+1)

(S)Ground Vehicle Operation (Warthog) 7D+1 (8D+1)

Jet Pack Operation 4D+1 (5D+1)

Powersuit Operation 5D (6D+2)

Repulsorlift Operation 5D (6D)

Rocket Pack Operation 4D+1 (5D+1)

Space Transports 4D+1 (5D+1)

Starfighter Piloting 5D+1 (6D+1)

Starship Gunnery 5D (6D+2)

PERCEPTION 4D (5D)

Command 6D (7D)

Hide 5D+1 (6D+2)

Search 5D (6D)

Sneak 4D+2 (6D)

STRENGTH 4D+1 (5D+1*)



Brawling 6D (7D)

(S)Brawling (Martial Arts) 7D (8D)

Climbing/Jumping 5D (8D)

Lifting 5D (8D)

Stamina 4D+2 (5D+2)

TECHNICAL 3D+2 (5D)

Armor Repair 4D+1

Blaster Repair 4D

Demolitions 6D

Firearms Repair 5D 4D+2

First Aid 5D+2

Ground Vehicle Repair 4D

Move: 18 (26)

Force Sensitive?: No

Force/Hero Points: 10

Dark Side Points: 3

Character Points: 50

*This bonus to Strength is from the enhancement bonuses from Cortana and is for skills only and does

NOT count towards dealing Damage or defending against Damage.  For bonuses to Damage (+1D) and

general defense (+2D VS Physical/Energy), see bonuses from Mjolnir Armor below.  Dexterity bonus is

from both Cortana and Mjolnir as Mjolnir enhances all aspects of Dexterity due to the armor's design

(enhances Dexterity instead of decreasing it like other powered armors from Star Wars D6).

SPECIAL SKILLS: N/A

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

-Spartan-II Augmentations:

--+1D to all Attributes.

--Move increase to 14m-18m.

--+50D skill dice (due to experience up to Halo: Combat Evolved).

-Inspiration:

--It's A Spartan!: +1D to inspire and motivate UNSC personnel.

--It's The Chief!: +1D to inspire and motivate UNSC personnel.

--Savior Of Humanity: +1D to inspire and motivate any human (after Halo: Combat Evolved).



-Infamy (The Demon): +3D Intimidation against members of the Covenant.

-Mjolnir Armor Enhancements:

--+2D Lifting skill.

--+1D Dexterity.

--+1D Strength for Damage.

--x2 Weight Lifting Capacity.

--+2D Jumping skill.

-Cortana

--+1D Perception to perceive surrounding environment.

--Multi-Task: +1 extra action using AI's skills only, no penalty.

--Enhancement: +1 pip to Spartan skills for every 1D AI has of same skill, include Attribut dice.

---+3/+1D all Dexterity

---+4/+1D+1 Knowledge

------+5/+1D+2 Tactics

------+7/+2D+1 Willpower

---+3/+1D Mechanical

------+5/+1D+2 Powersuit Operations

------+5/+1D+2 Starship Gunnery

---+3/+1D Perception

------+4/+1D+1 Hide

------+3/+1D Search

----+4/+1D+1 Sneak

---+3/+1D Strength

---+4/+1D+1 Technical

STORY FACTORS:

-Spartan-II: Raised to be the best soldier humanity could produce.

-Socially Awkward: Being raised to be nothing more than a soldier may have had drawbacks in solcial

interaction skills.  The Chief says what he needs to say and rarely says more.  Whether this is a product

of his training, or a result of social awkwardness....or both....remains to be seen.

-Cortana: When everyone else is lost, he'll still fight for her, no matter what.

-Save Humanity: The human race faces extinction from multiple forces, and he'll fight these threats until

the end....for them.



-Inspiring Awe: Since Spartan-IIs are about the only human force that can absolutely curb stomp the

Covenant in combat, they inspire great awe and inspiration from both UNSC soldiers and civilians alike.

-The Chief: John-117 tends to inspire more awe in people than other Spartans, especially after the

events of Halo: Combat Evolved, Halo 2, and Halo 3 and having saved the human race at least twice

from three different threats all at once.

-It's What I Know: John-117, when all is said and done, is a soldier, possibly the greatest soldier that ever

lived in the Halo universe, but is still just a soldier and not much more.  He may not be able to be

anything but a soldier even if he tried.  But when you need a soldier, there are none better than the Chief.

EQUIPMENT: Neural implant, Mjolnir armor Mk V (see below), smart AI chip (Cortana, see separate

character write-up and below), access to 2 UNSC (Covenant and other weapons may be optional, ask

GM) with 2 full reloads, 4-8 grenades, access to UNSC armory for gear relevant to mission.

BACKGROUND: Abducted at the age of 6 to become one of the Spartan-II supersoldiers of the UNSC,

John-117 was raised and trained with other children to be the best soldiers humanity could

forge.  Created to combat the Insurrection, things changed when humanity first encountered the

Covenant, needing the Spartan supersoldiers more than ever before.  The Spartan-IIs are the only force

that can soundly defeat the Covenant on any battleground, but unfortunately the UNSC still loses the

battle in space.  World after world gone, the Master Chief has been fighting a losing war against the

Covenant for almost thirty years along with his fellow Spartan-IIs.  The time is coming when Earth could

be next and something needs to change soon.  Then the Chief and humanity had their first encounter

with Halo, artifact left behind by the ancient Forerunners, cosmic weapon built to defeat a cosmic threat,

and holy relic of utmost importance to the Covenant, humanity's bitter enemy.  Little did enemy of them

know that worse than the merciless Covenant awaited on the ringworld...

PERSONALITY: Often does not show much personality, vocally due to not speaking much, or visually

due to constantly wearing his Mjolnir powered armor, a man of action and not words, yet when he does

talk, people listen, lives get saved, and bad guys wind up dead.  A natural leader not only of people, but

of Spartans, and always knowing what to do in any tactical situation.

OBJECTIVES:

-Save humanity.

-Save Cortana.

-Kick Insurrectionist butt.

-Kick Covenant butt.

-Kick Flood butt.

-Kick Sentinel butt.

-Kick Forerunner butt.

-Kick all the butts, with a SPnKR.



A Quote:

-[in a Banshee]

-Cortana: "This thing is falling apart!"

-John-117: "It'll hold."

-Cortana: "We're not gonna make it!"

-John-117: "We'll make it."

-Cortana: "Pull up! Pull up!"

-[the Banshee crashes]

-Cortana: "[sarcastic] You did that on purpose, didn't you?"

-John-117: [says nothing in his helmet]

Connection With Other Characters: Fellow soldiers in the Covenant War, all united for the same purpose,

survival of the human race.

- - - - - - - - - -

MJOLNIR POWERED ASSAULT ARMOR MK V

Model: UNSC Materials group Mjolnir Powered Assault Armor Mk V

Type: Powered combat armor suit

Scale: Character

Skill: Powersuit Operations: Mjolnir Mk V

Cost: Not Available For Sale

Availability: 4, X

Difficulty: Heroic Powersuit Operations (Moderate for Spartan-II)

GAME NOTES:

Summary:

-Heroic Powersuit Operations skill roll to use (Moderate for Spartan-II)

-Battle Suit: Strength +2D VS Physical/Energy (Outer Shell+Techsuit).

--Modular Outer Shell: +1D VS Physical/Energy.

--Techsuit: +1D VS Physical/Energy.

---Strength +2D for pushing/lifting skill rolls.

-Energy Shields: +3D (see Energy Shields Optional Rule below).

--2 rounds to begin recharge cycle.

--1 round per 1D of shields to recharge.

--5 rounds total to recharge.

--If hit during recharge cycle, recharge stops and must cycle again (2 rounds to begin recharge).



-Reactive Metal Liquid Crystal Layer:

--+1D to Dexterity skills and Strength Damage.

--x2 Weight Lifting Capacity

--Move +8 meters.

--+2D Jumping Skill.

-Hydrostatic Gel Layer: +2D VS high velocity impacts, Difficulty -2 levels (-10).

-Pressure Seal/Sealed Environment:

--+2D VS Extreme Environments (heat/cold/underwater/space/radiation).

---90min air supply.

---Air Filters.

---Can EVA/spacewalk.

---Food/Water Supply: 2 week (x2 for a Spartan-II)

-Helmet:

--AI Chip Unit Slot:

---Has extra "character" with the Spartan in the suit.

---Multi-Task: 1 extra action using AI's skills.

---Enhancement: +1 pip to Spartan skills for every 1D AI has of same skill

--+1D Perception to perceive surrounding environment.

--Flashbang Protection: Perception +2D VS bright light and visual stun effects.

--External Audio Speakers (mute option for silent communication).

--HUL: Visual/audio recorder.

--Visual Light Dimming/Amplification.

--Thermal Imaging.

--Macrobinocular Function (visual zoom 1,000 meters).

--HUD:

---Identify Friend or Foe (IFF) locator (shows enemies/allies, tied to Heat/Motion Sensor).

---Health monitor.

---Armor Data.

---Data Sharing with other UNSC/allied assets.

---Map/Geographical Data.

----Can set Waypoints.

---Targeting Reticule (Weapons equipped with SmartLink).

---Ammo counter (Weapons equipped with SmartLink).

---Weapon/Equipment Selection (Items equipped with SmartLink).

---Heat/Motion Tracker: 25m range, horizontal and vertical.

--Comlink: Audio/visual feed, imaging and video gear, data exchange, 100 km range.

---Access to TACCOM.

--Solar-powered lighting.

-Low-Impulse Propulsion Jets: 8 meter Move in space.

-Magnetic Clamps: holds gear on legs/waist/back, attach to metal surfaces with hands/feet.

-Biofoam Injector Ports: Inject biofoam when injured, maintains Sealed-Enviornment.

--(Biofoam works like Star Wars D6 medpac or better).

-Difficult To Transport:

--Weight, 453.6kg/1,000lbs.



--30min-1hr to put on or remove, 5-10min with a Brokkr Armor Mechanism.

--Brokkr Armor Mechanism reduces time to 5-10 minutes.

-Microfusion Reactor Power Source.

--Power Supply Control Unit: Powersuit Operations skill roll to trade pips between powered systems to

enhance others, +1/-1 per Diffiulty rolled (Ex: reduce physical bunises -1D to increase shields +1D).

--Fail-Safe Detonation System: Moderate Powersuit Operations skill roll.

---Burns everything within a ten-meter radius.

----Blast Radius: 0-3/5/7/10

----Damage: 8D/7D/6D/5D Energy Damage.

----8D Radiation Poisoning/Damage.

---Then produces a large blast (30-50 meters).

----Blast Radius: 0-5/10/15/20/30/50.

----Damage: 15D/14D/13D/12D/10D/8D Energy Damage.

----GMs can feel free to make this bigger and stronger.

-Optional Gear:

--Armor Lockup: +2D Shields for 2 rounds, cannot move while active, 6 round recharge cycle.

--Active Camouflage: +2D Sneak/Hide skill rolls for 10 rounds.

--Shield Overcharge: +3D to shields, fades at -1 pip per round (Covenant device).

- - - - - - - - - -

DESCRIPTION

Biography

Childhood And Spartan-II Training

â€œThey let me pick. Did I ever tell you that? Choose whichever Spartan I wanted. You know me. I did

my research. Watched as you became the soldier we needed you to be. Like the others, you were strong,

swift, and brave. A natural leader. But you had something they didn't. Something no one saw but me.

Can you guess? Luck. Was I wrong?â€•

â€” Cortana

John was born in 2511 and lived with his mother and father in Elysium city on the colony world of

Eridanus II. He attended the Elysium City Primary Education Facility Number 119. As a child, John had

brown hair, freckles, and a small gap between his front teeth. In a dream during cryo-sleep aboard the

UNSC Pillar of Autumn, John recalled that his mother "kind of smelled like soap," and that she had "large

eyes, a straight nose and full lips."

The would-be UNSC Marine Lieutenant Parisa was a childhood friend of John's who John once saved



from drowning at Lake Gusev; John thereafter promised to marry and protect her. Parisa's father shot a

photo of the two soon after that Parisa kept as a memento long after she thought John had died. John

was also friends with Ellie Bloom and Katrina during his childhood. Some nights, John would lay in grass

fields with the girls and the three of them would look up at the stars together.

Dr. Catherine Halsey identified John as an ideal physical and mental candidate for the 150-strong

preliminary pool of the SPARTAN-II Program when he was six: he stood a head taller than the majority of

his schoolmates, had greater physical proportions, and possessed greater strength, superior reflexes,

and an aggressive drive for success. When Dr. Halsey and Lieutenant Jacob Keyes visited Eridanus II in

2517 to study him, they were impressed with his intellect and luck. In a final test of his viability as a

candidate, he was asked to determine which side an old coin would land on. He watched the coin as it

flew in the air and caught it before it could land, correctly stating which side was face-up and which was

the side of the eagle. John was the first candidate Dr. Halsey and Lieutenant Keyes studied. Later that

same year, John and 74 other six-year-old children were "conscripted": they were covertly kidnapped

from their homes and replaced with flash clones, all of which would later die of neurological problems

stemming from the imperfect cloning process, covering up the kidnappings. John, along with the other

candidates, was taken to the planet of Reach. Dr. Halsey informed them of the SPARTAN-II Program and

how they would be "the protectors of Earth and all her colonies." The next morning John discovered his

service tag, stitched into his training uniform, and his new name: John-117.

John began a new life. He trained with other Spartans under Chief Petty Officer Franklin Mendez. For

eight years he learned history, military strategy, weapons and received physical fitness training. Early on,

he bonded with Kelly and Sam, who would become two of the few close friends that he would ever have.

â€œHe is neither the smartest, nor the fastest, nor the strongest of the Spartans. But he is the bravest,

and quite possibly the luckiest. And in my opinion, he is the best.â€•

â€” Dr. Catherine Halsey to Cortana

John quickly proved himself to be one of the program's top candidates during his training. Both Dr.

Halsey and Chief Mendez identified him as one of four emerging leaders within the Spartan-II group,

along with Kurt-051, Jerome-092, and Frederic-104. Dr. Halsey most strongly expressed her belief in

John by stating that he had the skills and natural ability to lead the entire Spartan-II group. However,

Mendez disagreed and instead believed that Kurt would fulfill that role.

When the Spartans were eight years old, they were sent on a training mission in which they were

dropped over a forest located deep in one of Reach's snow-filled mountain ranges and expected to get

safely to their extraction Pelican dropship. The children also had instructions to leave the last child

arriving behind lest they receive painful punishment; John-117 knew, however, that he could not do that.

After telling the Spartans where to meet, the Spartans looked to him as their leader, a role he was initially

surprised to receive but eventually accepted. When the group came upon the Pelican, it was guarded by

armed men. Those men were actually UNSC Marines but were not in uniform; the Spartans therefore

mistook them for a hostile threat. John showed early acumen in critical thinking and tactics, not wishing to

take for granted that guards would be friendly toward them. He came up with a plan to take the men

down, capture the dropship, and ensure the safe extraction of every team member, as he made sure he



was the last person aboard. To do so he ended up hijacking the dropship with the help of DÃ©jÃ  and

beat down the men with stones, causing severe injuries among the Marines. Chief Mendez was visibly

displeased by John's having attacked his Marines and leaving no-one behind, but both Mendez and

Halsey recognized John's initiative and promoted him to squad leader. Thereafter, despite other

Spartans' rising in rank and at least a couple rising to lead their own teams, he remained the de facto

leader of the Spartans as a whole.

John's leadership skills were correctly observed: the result from their mission clearly solidified his role as

the overall leader of the Spartan-IIs. He also became the established leader of the Spartan-II Blue Team.

At the age of fourteen, John underwent the dangerous SPARTAN-II augmentation procedures. These

procedures killed 30 and physically disabled 12 of the Spartan trainees. John was one of 33 Spartans

who survived the process unscathed, while the rest who could still operate were moved to positions in the

Office of Naval Intelligence. At only fourteen years old, John was said to have the body of an eighteen-

year old Olympic athlete; the augmentation process hastened their reflexes, increased their strength,

enhanced their eyesight, and rendered their bones nearly unbreakable. After their augmentation

procedures, John and the other Spartans were transferred to the Atlas in order to recover in a

microgravity environment. Four ODSTs confronted John during his first visit to the Atlas' gym; their

sergeant then ordered the five of them into the boxing ring. In the ensuing fight, John killed two of the

ODSTs, and left the others severely injured, an incident which quickly blossomed into major resentment

for the whole SPARTAN Program throughout the Marine Corps. According to Major Antonio Silva,

"people who invented John" orchestrated this incident in order to test the Spartans' augmentations.

Early Military Career

â€œI think that if anything good can be said to have come from all of this, it's that everyone who went

through it can know that their struggle wasn't for nothing. When you have a young man who can rise up

from something like this and do what John has done... he honors all of us.â€•

â€” Deon Govender

In 2525, John was given his first mission against insurrectionists in the asteroid belt of his home Eridanus

system. He was shot in the side without heavy injury while leading his squad to capture United Rebel

Front leader Colonel Robert Watts. The mission casualty list was 11 dead rebel soldiers and an unknown

number of rebel civilians. John received a Purple Heart.

Three months thereafter, John and his Spartans were briefed on the massacre that had taken place on

Harvest shortly after first contact with the Covenant. The UNSC Commonwealth, under the command of

Captain Wallace, soon brought the Spartans and Dr. Halsey to the Damascus Testing Facility at Chi Ceti,

where they received the Mjolnir Mark IV Powered Assault Armor. When a Covenant vessel, the

Unrelenting, attacked the Commonwealth, John and the Spartan-IIs engaged in their first battle with the

Covenant. The Spartans used thrusters to launch from a Pelican dropship. Each Spartan carried a

HAVOK Nuke to destroy the Covenant ship. Only John, Sam, and Kelly reached the ship.

They entered it through a hull breach from a MAC round from the Commonwealth and succeeded in



completing the mission and destroyed the Covenant ship, but a breach in Sam's armor from Covenant

retaliation fire from Covenant forces prevented him from leaving the enemy vessel; he made the most of

his misfortune by ensuring that the ship exploded. Sam's death profoundly affected John: it proved to him

that the Covenant could be defeated, but only at the cost of many lives.

In early 2526, John, now a Petty Officer First Class, and eleven other Spartans were employed to strike

back against the Covenant as part of Operation: SILENT STORM. During this time, John met Staff

Sergeant Avery Johnson who acted as a mentor and friend to the young Spartan while John often

clashed with Colonel Marmon Crowther who dismissed John due to his age. Following the Battle of

Seoba, John gained Crowther's respect and the two worked closely together to attack the Covenant base

at Zhoist and against Insurrectionist elements within their task force. Shortly before his death, Crowther

made the unprecedented move of promoting John from Petty Officer First Class to Master Chief Petty

Officer, an unheard of three-rank bump.

In 2526, a Covenant attack on the Corbulo Academy of Military Science sparked the Battle of Circinius

IV. The UNSC had suspected the safety of the planet for several days and garrisoned it with Marines and

ODSTs. The Academy was destroyed almost as soon as the attack began, but Blue Team was able to

deploy to the surface undetected mere hours later. John fought to the Academy ruins and protected the

cadets by fighting off Covenant forces while waiting for evacuation by Kelly-087 and Frederic-104. He

first met Thomas Lasky, who was a young cadet at the time.

In 2544, John, along with Fred-104, Kelly-087, Solomon-069 and Arthur-079, participated in the Raid on

the Third Fleet of Glorious Consequence to rescue Dr. Catherine Halsey. The UNSC deployed a prowler

stealth corvette to transport Spartans who would infiltrate the Covenant fleet as it was forced to exit

slipspace in order to traverse a stellar magnetic field. The Spartans were given ten minutes to complete

the rescue mission or be caught in the annihilation of Third Fleet of Glorious Consequence, likely only

possible through the use of a prototype NOVA Bomb. The team infiltrated the fleet with OF92/EVA

"Booster Frame" fighters, which were designed for ship boarding actions. Solomon detected Catherine

Halsey's beacon from a Covenant CCS-class Battlecruiser that had its hangar bay shields down. John-

117 intuitively voiced his concern about this irregularity but chose to disregard it. Solomon infiltrated the

vessel with cover from Kelly and quickly discovered the source: a Covenant antimatter charge.

Kelly escaped the immediate detonation due to John's warning, but Solomon was vaporized. A further

scan resulted in positive readings from all enemy vessels from which John deduced that Catherine was

held on the Covenant flagship at the heart of the fleet. The Spartans then successfully fought their way

through the Covenant's Seraph formations, and sheared through the massive vessel's hangar bay energy

shields with a large barrage of explosive ordnance, gauss cannon rounds, and their own Booster Frame's

as projectiles to infiltrate the Covenant CAS-class assault carrier, the Resplendent Fervor. Upon entry

John, Kelly and Fred protected themselves with a Bubble Shield. The clearing smoke revealed

surrounding Covenant forces in the hangar bay.

With three minutes remaining, John and the Spartans sprinted through the collapsed Bubble Shield and

down the corridors of the vessel, effortlessly slaughtering Covenant infantry as Frederic-104 breached

doorways with a Spartan Laser. Ambushed by Sangheili Energy Swordsmen, Frederic locked the nearest



doorway behind John and Kelly to engage them with combat knives alone. The Supreme Commander

Luro 'Taralumee initiated a scuttle of the rear of the ship to escape the Spartans. Forced to leap from the

section disconnected from the Assault Carrier, Kelly grabbed John's hand and threw him forward using

inertia to increase his speed toward the escaping ship but thus threw herself back into space: John

reached the ship.

After rescuing Catherine Halsey from her cryonic stasis pod, John encountered Sangheili Major Thel

'Lodamee, who deflected John's barrage of assault rifle fire and challenged him to an Energy Sword duel.

Thel disarmed John and kicked him to the ground, but he was forced out of the duel when his

Fleetmaster separated the lower section of the Assault Carrier to kill the Spartan, thereby pulling Thel

back into the upper section; both combatants survived unscathed. John and Halsey descended into the

ship and commandeered a weaponless Covenant shuttle craft. A Seraph formation attacked them on

exit, but a Seraph commandeered by Fred and Kelly annihilated the enemy fighters and recovered John

and Halsey along with fire support from their prowler. John's teammate's deaths deeply saddened him:

the operation saw more Spartan-IIs killed in action than any before the Fall of Reach. John vowed to

become stronger and never allow such a loss to happen again.

John served in over 200 campaigns against the Covenant Empire over the next 27 years. These included

the Harvest Campaign, the Battle of Jericho VII, where he and a handful of Spartans destroyed a force of

over a thousand Unggoy, and the Battle of Sigma Octanus IV, in which John and his Blue Team

detonated a HAVOK Nuclear Warhead to clear Covenant forces from the city of CÃ´te d'Azur. By

summer of 2552, he had received every medal awarded by the UNSC except the Prisoner of War

Medallion: Covenant forces usually take no prisoners, and John would not allow himself or any other

Spartan-II to be captured by the enemy.

Fall Of Reach

The Fall of Reach, though brief, was of great significance for John. Here, he received the Mjolnir Mark V

Powered Assault Armor, which improved his strength and reaction time more effectively than his older

Mark IV suit. He was also introduced to and partnered with the AI Cortana, who would become a close

friend and ally to him. In the first test of their partnership, the two were put through a practically suicidal

test in an attempt by Colonel Ackerson to get rid of John. John refused to cheat the test and was

determined to win it by Ackerson's rules. Despite nearly being killed, Cortana and John's teamwork had

them pass the test in an early show of the incredible partnership the two would come to develop. After

Reach came under attack by a massive Covenant armada, the majority of the Spartans, led by Fred S-

104, went to the planet's surface to protect the Orbital Defense Generators which powered the planet's

twenty Orbital Defense Platforms. John, with Linda and James-005, were sent to Reach Station Gamma

to destroy an unsecured NAV database on board the UNSC Circumference. If the Covenant obtained the

database, they would discover the location of every human world, including Earth; the location of Earth

by then was still a closely guarded secret. The NAV database was destroyed, but Linda and James were

ambushed by Covenant Sangheili; James was lost in space, and Linda was critically wounded. John

saved four other Marines on the station, including Staff Sergeant Avery Johnson. The team returned to

the UNSC Pillar of Autumn and was placed into cryo-sleep as the ship landed on, then fled Reach and,

following the Cole Protocol, jumped into Slipspace with coordinates deduced by Cortana from



constellation data retrieved earlier, in hopes of leading the Covenant away from Earth.

Defense Of Earth And Humanity

Installation 04

Once the ship had arrived safely at Installation 04, the crew realized that the UNSC Halcyon-class light

cruiser UNSC Pillar of Autumn had been followed through Slipspace by around a dozen Covenant ships,

who ultimately engaged the Autumn and sent several boarding parties to board the ship. Captain Jacob

Keyes ordered John to be woken from cryosleep, and tasked him with ensuring the escape of Cortana

(who was the ship's AI), while he crash-landed the Pillar of Autumn on the unidentified ring.

John escaped the Pillar of Autumn on a life pod, and rallied Marines to fight against Covenant forces

stationed on the ring. Cortana found out that Captain Keyes had been captured and was held prisoner on

the CCS-class Truth and Reconciliation, by way of hacking into the Covenant battlenet. John joined the

strike team that was sent to rescue Captain Keyes, where he learned that "Halo" was a super weapon.

The Captain gave John new orders, to locate the map room that pinpointed the location of Halo's Control

Center. When John was finished, he was dropped off in the first of three snowy chasms leading towards

the Control Room. During the long trek, he encountered Fire Team Zulu and they assisted him in

securing the first and second chasms.

Initially, fighting on Halo was between UNSC and Covenant forces, but after Covenant forces had

unwittingly released an ancient parasite, the majority of both forces were infected, and the fighting shifted

to combating the new enemy.

Flood Infestation Of Installation 04

â€œDo you have any idea what that bastard almost made you do?â€•

â€” Cortana

â€œYesâ€¦ activate Halo's defenses, and destroy the Flood, which is why we brought the Index to the

Control Center.â€•

â€” John-117, not his smartest moment.

John-117 was sent out by Installation 04's Monitor, 343 Guilty Spark, to retrieve the Index, an activation

device for the Halo ring that John-117 is led to believe would destroy all Flood forms within a large radius.

Upon John's return to Halo's Control Room, Cortana revealed that Halo's true purpose is to destroy all

sentient life forms in the galaxy to starve the Flood, not to kill the Flood themselves. John was then

forced to disrupt Halo's firing system by disabling Halo's Phase Pulse Generator in order to delay the

Monitor's plan.

John-117 was sent out by Installation 04's Monitor, 343 Guilty Spark, to retrieve the Index, an activation

device for the Halo ring that John-117 is led to believe would destroy all Flood forms within a large radius.

Upon John's return to Halo's Control Room, Cortana revealed that Halo's true purpose is to destroy all



sentient life forms in the galaxy to starve the Flood, not to kill the Flood themselves. John was then

forced to disrupt Halo's firing system by disabling Halo's Phase Pulse Generator in order to delay the

Monitor's plan.

John soon joined the three-sided combat among the Covenant, the Flood and the Forerunners' Sentinels.

Soon after, he tried to rescue Captain Keyes, but was too late. Captain Keyes had been transformed into

a Proto-Gravemind Flood form. After infiltrating the Truth and Reconciliation, John managed to retrieve

the Captain's neural implants, which he used to activate the Pillar of Autumn's self-destruct sequence. He

then proceeded to the hangar of the ship and stole a Banshee. John and Cortana barely made it back to

the Autumn with the Banshee only to discover that ship was crawling with both Flood and Covenant alike.

After the self-destruct sequence was aborted by 343 Guilty Spark, he proceeded to manually overload

the fusion reactors, which would subsequently destroy both the Pillar of Autumn and Installation 04.

After successfully destroying the fusion reactors on the Pillar of Autumn, John-117 used a Warthog to

reach the extraction point where Pelican Echo 419 would pick him up. John-117 reached the extraction

point, only to witness the Pelican crashing into the Autumn's hull after being shot down by a pair of

Banshees. John quickly diverted his escape route towards the ship's hangar bay, which housed a

Longsword fighter. Only a handful of UNSC forces survived, including Lieutenant Elias Haverson,

Corporal Locklear, Warrant Officer Sheila Polaski, then-Staff Sergeant Avery Johnson, Private First Class

Chips Dubbo, and then-Staff Sergeant Marcus Stacker.

There is more history, but it will be saved for later write-ups of the Master Chief when doing stats for

other Halo games and stories.

Personality

â€œI guess some of your luck has rubbed off on me.â€•

â€” Dr. Halsey

â€œWe make our own luck, but I'll always be there when you need me.â€•

â€” John-117

The personality of John is explored much more deeply in the books than the games. This is in order that

players can more easily project their own personalities onto John-117.

As a child, John strove to win at any situation, at all costs. This seems to have been a part of his

character even prior to his conscription to the SPARTAN Program, as he pushed himself to win at any

game he played, including chess, gravball or King of the Hill. As his career progressed, he transformed

his desire to achieve personal victory to a desire to achieve victory for his squad and, by extension,

humanity as a whole. John is tenacious to complete any mission at hand, and often disregards his

personal safety in order to win. Indeed, he has often emerged victorious from situations many would

consider impossible. Though even a Spartan is not devoid of fear, John simply acknowledges it and puts

it aside, while never openly showing it. He is not shy about expressing caution, however, as shown in his

first encounter with the Gravemind. John is generally stoic and taciturn, but not devoid of a sense of



humor. He often makes dry remarks about the situation at hand, but this seems to be more frequent

when interacting with Cortana than anyone else, such as other Spartans.

John is also known as a man of his word and will strive to keep any promise he makes, even at great

personal risk. As he was forced to leave Cortana behind on High Charity, John promised to come back

for her after dealing with the Prophet of Truth. Cortana chided him not to make a promise when he knew

he couldn't keep it. However, despite incredible odds, John did keep his promise, as he fought his way

through the Flood into High Charity to retrieve her. Upon finding her, Cortana was in a weak and

damaged state. Nearing rampancy, John-117 told her, "You know me. When I make a promiseâ€¦" to

which Cortana replied "You keep it." This encouragement gave her the strength to compose herself after

enduring the mental tortures of the Gravemind. John holds great personal respect for his trainer and

mentor Chief Petty Officer Mendez, as well as Dr. Halsey, who he considers a mother-like figure. He

appears to deny Halsey's claims about his extraordinary luck at several points in the Halo Legends

episode "The Package."

In a strange twist of fate, one of John's closests friendships was with the construct Cortana, an artificial

intelligence "born" from the mind of Dr. Halsey herself. Cortana was initially assigned to him for his

mission to capture the Covenant Prophets. Despite some initial hesitation towards working with an AI out

of fear of conflicting directives, John and Cortana quickly formed a formidable team and John realized

quickly that Cortana would be a great help instead of a liability. The two's relationship evolved from a

partnership to a close friendship over the course of Halo: Combat Evolved, due both the duration of the

mission and the life-or-death situations they struggled through. During their adventures, John showed

absolute trust in Cortana, believing in her even when Lord Hood was unsure of her reliability, being

willing to trust her enough to risk Earth on her word that she had a way to stop the Flood. The two also

had similar personalities: they both had a propensity to blow things up, with John commenting he wasn't

sure which one of them was better at it. The pair also tended to enjoy executing high risk plans. After

Cortana explained to John his strategy to use a disabled bomb to blow up a Covenant Carrier was crazy,

he offered to leave her behind. Instead, she quipped, "Unfortunately for us both, I like crazy." When

Cortana begins to go rampant, John becomes desperate to find a way to save her. Her absolute loyalty to

him is shown when she restrains the Ur-Didact to save him, telling The Didact when he asks why she's

helping humanity "I'm not doing this for mankind," showing she's helping out of loyalty to John. Cortana

sacrifices herself to save John and he is clearly devastated by her "death," though he gets to say a

goodbye to her in which she can finally touch him, something she has always wanted to do.

Although John has difficulty understanding the 'undisciplined' lifestyle of civilians, he is fiercely protective

of their lives and humanity as a whole. The mass slaughter of civilians at the hands of the Covenant was

enough to drive even the stoic John into a cold rage. After the massacre of Draco III, John and his

Spartans remained on-site until every Covenant soldier responsible for the atrocity was dead.

John is known to show an exceptional care for soldiers under his command, while at times viewing them

as a liability rather than an asset (more out of fear and concern for them than for himself). By 2552, after

his experiences on Halo, John acknowledged to Corporal Locklear that, armor and enhancements aside,

there was little difference between a 'normal' soldier and himself. This is not to say that John was

previously without compassion. During the Battle of Installation 04, when searching for the survivors of



the Pillar of Autumn, a Marine named Fitzgerald was wounded by an Unggoy with a Needler. John-117

retrieved a first aid kit and expertly treated the wound, taking time to ask the Marine if he was alright. By

2552, most members of the UNSC held "John-117" in complete awe, even among his Spartan comrades.

His exploits and prowess quickly made him a legend in his own time, and his mere presence on a

battlefield was enough to inspire the hope of victory regardless of the odds.

Despite his life of military indoctrination, John is not entirely submissive to command. On multiple

occasions John has directly disobeyed protocol, and even superior officers that contradicted what he

personally thought was right. On the UNSC Gettysburg during Operation: FIRST STRIKE, Dr. Halsey

decided to test his morality by giving him two data chips, one containing information regarding Avery

Johnson's immunity to the Flood, which would surely lead to his dissection by ONI with little chance of

replicating his immunity. The other was missing this data, and John originally planned to sacrifice his

friend in accordance with directive, but realized that one man can make a difference, and crushed the

complete record into dust. Later in 2557 when John and Cortana made their way aboard the UNSC

Infinity, after Cortana's rampant outburst surprising everyone in the room, Captain Andrew Del Rio acted

on his resentment of John-117 for questioning his orders to flee Requiem and subsequently ordered that

Cortana be destroyed. Before Commander Lasky could retrieve her, without hesitation John did so first,

displaying his unflinching loyalty to Cortana, and that not even the UNSC would stop him from doing

everything in his power to save her. Del Rio personally ordered John to hand her over, but he refused,

responding, "no, sir." After the infuriated Captain ordered his arrest, Commander Sarah Palmer refused

to act, and John-117 promptly left Infinity in a Pelican Gunship to stay behind on Requiem to stop the

Didact.

Age

John's age is affected by the same ambiguities as all beings who undergo extended voyages through

space. By technical human Earth years, John is approximately 46 years old in 2557; this provides an

upper limit of sorts - he is no older than 46. However, during the 27 Earth years that he has spent fighting

the Covenant, considerable time was spent in slipspace. He also spent four years, seven months, and

ten days in cryonic stasis stranded aboard the UNSC Forward Unto Dawn from 2552 to 2557. The aging

process is slowed in slipspace by cryonic stasis chambers; in which cellular aging can be halted almost

completely. Also, one could expect that individuals participating in slipspace travel might be subject to the

time dilation associated with travel at relativistic speeds, so there could be more discrepancy involved

there as well. It should also be noted that while no direct correlation can be made between his age and

the events on Requiem, there exists the possibility that when the Librarian altered John's evolutionary

process, it may have affected the aging process as well as a number of other physiological functions

within him. All these factors contribute to a very mixed and inaccurate estimation of his age.

Appearance

Until the release of Halo 4, John-117's face has never been seen in the games, and therefore his

appearance is left mostly to one's imagination. The novels Halo: The Fall of Reach and Halo: The Flood

give some insight to John's appearance. Early in Halo: The Fall of Reach, when Dr. Catherine Halsey

and Lieutenant Jacob Keyes go to Eridanus II to observe John as a child, he is described as "a typical six-



year-old male, with tousled brown hair and a sly smile that revealed a gap between his front teeth."[60] In

Halo: The Flood, referring to John in 2552, he is described as having "Short hair, with serious eyes, a

firm mouth, and a strong jaw." He is described as being unnaturally pale, a consequence of spending

most of his time in his armor.[61]

In the ending cutscene of Halo: Combat Evolved, John takes off his helmet, and the camera pans

upward, leaving the head obscured by the ship window frame as he sets the helmet to his side. Some

people have used Halo: Custom Edition development mode to move the camera. However, Bungie's 3D

artists did not produce a separate character model for this occasion, just a separate helmet model; if the

animation is viewed from inside the ship, it appears as if John takes off his helmet, revealing an identical

helmet underneath. Players have also found an Easter Egg in the Halo 3 Beta. Using a Mongoose,

players can reveal what looks like a face in a Spartan's helmet. However, Bungie has confirmed that this

is Marcus R. Lehto's face, not John's.[citation needed]

For the first time, John's face was shown without a helmet in Halo: Helljumper Issue 1. The comic

illustrated the fight between John and four ODSTs. As expected, his face is seen from the side and is

covered up in shadow, hiding any specific facial features. He was also only 14 years of age during this

depiction.

John's face can be seen clearly on the front cover of Halo: Fall of Reach - Boot Camp Issue One as a six

year old child.

In Bungie's Happy Halodays 2010 holiday card, the back of John-117's head can be seen since he is not

wearing his helmet, in which he has dark brown hair.

Franchise development director Frank O'Connor gave a description of Master Chief's appearance on

October 9 in an interview with GameTrailers: â€œan older man, almost painfully pale, almost albino

white, with pale blue eyes, reddish hair, close cropped to a skin head, and maybe the last remnants of

freckles he had when he was a kid.â€• He also confirmed that Halo 4 would not actually depict Master

Chief's appearance. This, however, is somewhat false, since in the Legendary ending of Halo 4, in the

end of the epilogue, John is shown walking into a large hall which consists of Spartan-IVs, and has his

armor removed. As his helmet is removed, the camera pans into his eyes so a part of his face is shown,

consisting of the description given by Frank O'Connor.

Halo Escalation gives the clearest depiction of John's adult face yet. After having his visor cracked by the

didact, his eye and the skin around it is clearly visible. Several panels reveal him with a cracked visor and

the wrinkles under his eye. 
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